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Summary

Proposal for the creation
of a European based OER
subject aggregator in the

LIS field
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Community landing page

with hub properties

2
Expected outcomes:

thriving awareness and
networking on LIS OERs
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1.



    Bacherlor's degree thesis. Tutors: Cristóbal Urbano&Gema Santos-Hermosa1.

2.    Tutor starting statement: -" In the context of  the Erasmus + DECriS Project, 
 low usage of OER during the emergency remote teaching during COVID-19
pandemic has been assessed" 

3.    DECriS theoretical assignment: to assess the needs and the feasibility of a
European Open Educational Resources (OER) repository in the LIS field 

Proposal for the creation of a European based OER subject
aggregator in the LIS field

1.

BACKGROUND

4.   Two possible outputs:
 a) inclusion of a LIS OER collection in an already existing repository or aggregator
b) creation of a new infrastructure
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Bibliographic
review of low OER
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"We should have more repositories of materials that are useful to us,... [the problem is that] 
we don't  share them or we don't know how to find them... "  (DECriS IO2)

"You spend a lot of time looking and what I find isn't much... I don't know if it's because 
of the orientation I give to the subject or because there isn't [what I'm looking for]. ."

(DECriS IO2)
 

“the main impediment to [their] using OER is really just lack of
knowledge about what is even available." (Belikov&Bodily, 2016)

"Lack of awareness of OER reposito ries is an acknowledged 
barrier to OER access and sharing" (Bates et al., 2007)
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Permissions to use/create OER
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Quality
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       &discoverability

      volition

Categorization of
detected problems

OER Adoption Pyramid (Cox and Trotter, 2017)
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/OER-Adoption-Pyramid-Cox-and-Trotter-2017_fig1_335725043
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Quality circle  in relation to OER, Connell&Connell (2020)
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repositories

Deposit&moderation
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Metadata &interoperability

Interaction & user
experience

Creation of analytical
table
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4
Sample of analized
repositories
&aggregators

ENCOUNTERED IDEAL FEATURES
Ease of use   (Merlot, OER Commons, Procomun)
Information about the repository and its metadata 
Reuse indicators (how to remix materiales, inclusion of CC licenses)
Ability to collect different granularity materials
Moderation processes to guarantee OER quality
Educational metadata (Riunet, OER Berlin)
Mutilanguage search tools (OERSI)
Mobile ready & accessibility awareness
Material integration into LMS (OER Commons, Procomun)
Community engagement (Klas Cement)



CONCLUSIONS
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1.

English & US based
Too broad education levels

 OER COMMONS&MERLOT not fit for DECriS assignment

 Not LIS based
Neither the rest of analysed repositories&aggregators

Inability to include existant OER

Creation of  yet another repository is not the solution to boost the culture of
sharing and the discoverability of LIS OER

...ergo = 4 .Proposal of a european based OER LIS aggregator

1

2
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1 The proposal of an aggregator should be a mid-term goal, to avoid
becoming "just another tech tool"

2 The lack of a OER LIS community online gathering place should be addressed
on the short term

2. Community landing page with hub properties 

For the european LIS communities (DECRris, BOBCATSSS...)
For LIS OER creators
For HEI teachers &students
For OER researchers

But first things first...



A blog with OER reviews, news, announcements: "The OER corner"
Guidelines, tutorials& toolkits for OER creation/avaluations
Meaningful links to repositories&aggregators that include OER materials
Database of  OER creators, users & organizations   (KLAS CEMENT)
Social media feeds
Events related to OER
Community participatory tools: forum, polls...

VISION OF AN OER LIS COMMUNITY ONLINE GATHERING PLACE
CONTAINING:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

  

2. Community landing page with hub properties



2. Community landing page with hub properties

GOALS: 

Energize the european OER LIS community

Become the "place to go"  when thinking about LIS OER

To boost SEO of OER through digital content marketing

Assess community involvement prior to designing the
aggregator

Reviewers could be either  OER authors or re-users 



"The OER corner review templates"

2. Community landing page with hub properties

https://www.ub.edu/blokdebid/es



"The OER corner review templates"

2. Community landing page with hub properties

https://www.trustradius.com/ https://www.commonsense.org/education/search/reviews



3) Expected outcomes: thriving awareness and networking on LIS OERs

Create buzz around the community hub amongst colleagues, teachers...

Blog reviews could populate a stable "OER corner" in LIS journals

Propose a stable "OER track" in LIS conferences  (BOBCATSSS, IFLA-SET,
iSchools...)

Propose/create a LIS OER call/ topic in OER/eLearning conferences

Promote OER indicators in the HE teacher evaluation process 
 
 



And to conclude...

1 .OERs are for use (re-use)
2. Every tecacher his/her OER
3. Every OER its teacher
4.Save time of the teachers
5. OER community (should) be  a growing organism

THANK YOU!! urbano@ub.edu
gsantos@ub.edu
jvallest7@alumnes.ub.edu

5 Ranganathan's laws inspiring our proposal
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